
Notes:

1- Dorsiflexion/plantarflexion - Sets:2 / Repetition:10

Pull your toes and foot up towards you and point your foot down as far
away from you as you can.
Repeat.

2- Resisted plantar flexion - Sets:2 / Repetition:10 / Hold:10

Sit straight on a chair with your feet flat on the floor.
Flex the ankle to go on the tip of your toes, raising the heel off the
ground.
Lower and repeat.

3- Passive dorsiflexion - Repetition:10 / Hold:15

Tie an elastic/belt behind you at ankle level.Tie the other end of the
elastic/belt around your ankle below the malleolus (prominent bones
on each side of the ankle).Increase the tension in the elastic/belt by
moving forward. Slowly bend your ankle by bringing your knee forward
as far as you can without lifting your heel.Maintain the position and
relax.

4- Standing calf stretching - Repetition:3 / Hold:3

Stand and place both hands on a wall, with your feet about half a
meter from the wall.Place one leg behind the other and lean your body
forward without bending the back knee until you feel a stretch in your
back calf.Maintain the stretch and relax.

5- Standing soleus stretching - Repetition:3 / Hold:30

Stand and place both hands on a wall, with your feet about half a
meter from the wall.Place one leg behind the other and slowly bend
the knees while keeping the heels on the floor until you feel a stretch
in the calf of the back leg.Maintain the stretch and relax.
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6- Active ankle dorsiflexion - Sets:2 / Repetition:10 / Hold:10

Sit up straight in a chair with your feet slightly apart.
Keeping your heel on the ground, lift your forefoot up as high as you
can.
Return to the initial position and repeat.
To progress, repeat with a weight above your foot.

7- Isometric eversion - Sets:2 / Repetition:10 / Hold:10

Sit on a chair with the outside of your foot placed against a wall.
Push the outside of your foot against the wall without moving the foot.

8- Unipodal stance, eyes open - Repetition:5 / Hold:15

Stand in front of a counter or wall if needed to maintain balance.
Lift one leg off the ground so as to stand on the affected leg without
loosing your balance.

9- Peroneal nerve mobility - Repetition:10

Lie on your back. 
Hold the knee of the affected side from behind with both hands and
pull it towards your chest.
Gently straighten your leg by lifting your foot towards the ceiling until
a light stretch is felt.
Slowly point your foot and turn it towards the inside.
Repeat as recommended.
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